DANCE DUNE

By DUNESIDE PERCH p.2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p.3,1:50.2 and Life Sign p.3,1:50.3. Dam of

Dance Dune p.3,1:55.2


DANCE LEGEND p.3,1:58f, etc. (t, 1:59.3f) ($41,082). 12 wins. Dam of GHOST TOWN p.4,1:50.1 ($191,035), RUMBALENT p.3,1:55.4 ($77,152), LET'S DANCE SIS p.4,1:54.3f, etc.

1st Dam
LIVES TO DANCE by Life Sign p.3,1:50.3. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 6 winners, 100% producer. Dam of:


DUSK MAGIC p.3,1:53.3 ($110,050), BRIANNA p.3,1:54.3f ($122,370). 13 wins. At 2, second in leg Nihilator Series; third in leg Senior Trendsetter and Sagamore Hill Series.

FOXTROT p.4,1:54.3f; 3,1:55f (g, Dragon Again) ($153,169). 16 wins. At 2, race timed 1:54.1 and 1:54.1. Dam of:

Misty Bretta p.2,1:55 ($179,383), BRIANNA p.3,1:54.3 ($180,800), etc.

DANCELOT p.3,1:55.3, TIGER ALMAHURST p.2,1:59.1; 3,1:56.3h; 1:53.3 (g, Jate Lobell) ($197,153). 21 wins. At 3, winner 2 legs Holiday Series at Yonkers; second in leg Senior Trendsetter and Sagamore Hill Series.


